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Introduction {#ejn13599-sec-0001}
============

Recently, at the FENS conference New Insights into Psychiatric Disorders through Computational, Biological and Developmental Approaches in Copenhagen, September 2016, several scientists called for new ideas and approaches to inform and guide future development of psychiatric research. The present contribution to this special issue of EJN on autism is an offer in response to this request. The theoretical considerations presented here are an attempt to identify the present challenges of autism research and to try to bridge the apparent gap that exists between the clinical world and theoretical models of mental illness. In light of clinical examples drawn from the field of child and adolescent psychiatry and relating to the original concept of autism, the present article focuses on how clinical experience may enlighten the development of overall theoretical models. The hope is that such models may help guide future research to move a step further in the direction of a more coherent understanding of the concept of autism and related concepts as well as of the mechanisms involved in the development of mental disorder in general.

The ideas presented here represent a further development of previously suggested theoretical ideas linking autism, schizophrenia and psychosis (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). In developing these previous ideas, the present author owes much inspiration to Craddock & Owen ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), Kapur *et al*. ([2005](#ejn13599-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), Aggernæs *et al*. (Aggernæs, [1975](#ejn13599-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Aggernæs *et al*., [1981](#ejn13599-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) and Piaget ([1967](#ejn13599-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). Another early source of inspiration has been the Italian sociologist Alberoni ([1984](#ejn13599-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) and his concept of the nascent state, a psychotic‐like state thought to be involved in the dynamics of the development of society.

The overall aim is to identify core challenges in previous clinical and scientific practices and possible new pathways that may be fruitful to follow in the future in order to suggest new potential directions for autism research.

As recently suggested, it is possible to argue for the following three hypotheses (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}):

A phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis {#ejn13599-sec-0002}
---------------------------------------------

"Differences in age‐related symptom expression, severity of illness, comorbidity of conditions, and a focus on psychosis may be what separate autism from schizophrenia at the clinical and phenomenological level. The same kind of cognitive impairments may operate in autism and schizophrenia and may manifest themselves at different timepoints and levels of cognitive complexity; see Figs [1](#ejn13599-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#ejn13599-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}."

![Psychopathological courses. Ex 1 -- Example 1: Neurotypical course; Ex 2 -- Example 2: Schizophrenia; Ex 3 -- Example 3: Autism.](EJN-47-515-g001){#ejn13599-fig-0001}

![Neurodevelopmental model.](EJN-47-515-g002){#ejn13599-fig-0002}

A neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis {#ejn13599-sec-0003}
-----------------------------------------

"Cognitive challenges increase across the course of development, and at different levels of cognitive complexity, some individuals may reach the limits of their cognitive abilities. Due to cognitive impairments and merely as the result of events relating to typical development, some cognitively vulnerable individuals may experience enduring stress. This may increase their risk of developing clinically manifest disease; see Figs [1](#ejn13599-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#ejn13599-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}."

A conceptual hypothesis of psychosis {#ejn13599-sec-0004}
------------------------------------

"Cognitive impairments with no measurable abnormal changes within the neurotransmitter systems may be sufficient for psychosis to develop. Cognitive impairments may distort the experience of sensory input and result in cognitive discrepancies in which sensing or understanding the salient features of a cognitive experience may reflect a distorted picture of reality. The individual may not be aware that his or her thinking deviates from normal."

These ideas may represent a dimensional transdiagnostic view and may be consistent with a model of the complex relationship between biological variation and some major forms of psychopathology including autism and schizophrenia suggested by Craddock & Owen ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

The overall assumption is that what may connect autism with schizophrenia is a characteristic rigidity of thought reflecting cognitive impairments comparable in nature but only becoming visible when susceptible individuals reach the limits of their cognitive abilities at different levels of cognitive complexity across the normal course of development (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). In schizophrenia the rigidity of thought is clinically observed as a proneness to experience the imaginary world as being real (Aggernæs *et al*., [1981](#ejn13599-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), whereas in autism it is manifested by a concrete, inflexible type of thinking that may reflect difficulties with the handling of concepts or abstract language (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). If this assumption is true, then from a neurocognitive perspective, clinical symptoms of schizophrenia may result from cognitive impairments comparable in nature but less severe than those of autism. The neurocognitive impairments may result from a genetic susceptibility whereby both autism and schizophrenia may represent neurodevelopmental disorders, even though the time of onset for the two disorders may differ (see Figs [1](#ejn13599-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#ejn13599-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

How, then, is autism to be distinguished conceptually from schizophrenia? Is it merely a matter of severity of illness, comorbidity, or the time of onset that separates the two conditions? Does it make sense to distinguish between these two phenomena at all if their aetiologies are alike and common pathogenic processes are involved in their development?

To answer such questions, it may be informative to relate to the original concept of autism developed by Bleuler and first published in [1911](#ejn13599-bib-0501){ref-type="ref"} (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Since Bleuler did not distinguish between autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia, his clinical description of the phenomena related to these disorders is unbiased by the current distinctions between autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia in the international diagnostic guidelines and therefore may be a good starting point for a discussion.

Materials and Methods {#ejn13599-sec-0005}
=====================

The present theoretical contribution critically evaluates the concept of autism. The article contains an analysis and discussion of the original concept of autism and its relation to recently suggested hypotheses, the international diagnostic guidelines, clinical diagnostic practice, clinical challenges, prior and present theory and present empirical evidence. In addition to the concept of autism, the present article includes an analysis and discussion of the concept of psychosis. Finally, a discussion of both concepts in relation to the challenges of autism research and suggestions for new pathways to follow is included.

The Bleulerian concept of autism {#ejn13599-sec-0006}
--------------------------------

According to Bleuler (2011), autism is a symptom related to the psychopathology of dementia praecox or the group of schizophrenias, a cerebral disease with primary symptoms in the form of disturbances of associations (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Bleuler suggests that pathways established by experience appear to lose meaning and significance in dementia praecox. Secondary to the disease process and as a direct consequence of the loosening of associations, symptoms including the phenomenon of autism may appear, with secondary symptoms being disturbances of affect; distortions of reality, including hallucinations and delusions; thought disorders; and ambivalence, among others. Bleuler (2011) suggests that the symptom of autism evolves as a direct consequence of a schizophrenic splitting of the psyche and that the inner life assumes pathological predominance (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Characteristic of autistic thought content is a tendency for the patient to adhere to his or her ideas. The thoughts remain incorrigible and assume complete reality value for the patients while the subjective reality value of real life disappears. If the ideas of reality as presented by the psychiatrist are not in logical contact with the ideas of the patient, the patient may substitute his own meaning for that of the psychiatrist. The patients may no longer differentiate between reality and fantasy, or the real and autistic worlds may become entangled with one another or exist side by side. As an example of autistic thought content, Bleuler (2011) describes an episode in which a patient with dementia praecox asks when he can leave the mental hospital (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, p. 373). The answer given to the patient is that he may leave 'when he is well'. In response, the patient answers that he 'can go on foot'. Bleuler interprets this episode as an example of how the patient, in contrast to the established conditions of his discharge, assumes another set of conditions that he thinks can be met, namely, the expenses of his journey home.

As evident from the above description, Bleuler considers dementia praecox a degenerative cerebral disease and autism a symptom resulting from a loss of function, the loss of meaning and loss of associations, indicating an inherent assumption that these functions have already been acquired. Furthermore, the interpretation of the abovementioned example not only implies that the patient has an intention to follow his own wishes and adhere to his ideas -- in this case, the release from hospital -- but also may imply that the patient is aware of his choice of another set of conditions and may understand the difference between the two sets of conditions.

The very precise descriptions made by Bleuler allow the reader the option to reinterpret the content of his theory in light of present evidence and the recent theories now guiding our understandings. With autism now considered a developmental disorder, some questions may be relevant to raise regarding the content of the assumptions that previously guided Bleuler while developing his theory: Is there in fact an actual *loss* of intellectual function including a loss of associations and loss of meaning involved in the development of autism and/or schizophrenia? If not, how may the apparent loss of cognitive function be explained? Furthermore, what may the rationale of the patient be? Does the inner life of the patient assume a pathological predominance as suggested by Bleuler?

According to the previously suggested hypotheses, there may be no actual loss of intellectual functions. Rather, the associations and the ability to understand the meaning were never established. Instead, unrecognized cognitive impairments relative to the general level of cognitive development may be at play in the previous example, with neither the patient nor the psychiatrist being aware that the patient is unable to understand concepts like 'being well', let alone the difference between the two different sets of conditions. Furthermore, the rationale of the patient may be a very simple one, with the intention of the patient guided solely by his perspective resulting from an impaired ability to take or integrate another perspective. As such, the rationale of the patient may not result from a predominant inner life or from conscious or unconscious complexes. He may simply not realize that he is ill, and therefore, from his perspective, there is no hindrance to his leaving the hospital since he can easily walk home.

Autism and schizophrenia -- a historical perspective {#ejn13599-sec-0007}
----------------------------------------------------

From a historical perspective, the concepts of autism and schizophrenia have changed markedly across times. While Bleuler (2011) defined the concept of autism as a characteristic symptom of dementia praecox, the group of schizophrenias, which was considered a degenerative disease (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}), the current concepts of autism and schizophrenia represent separate disorders, reflected in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM‐5) by the distinction between autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia spectrum disorders (American Psychiatric Association, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). According to the DSM‐5 criteria, psychosis and psychosis‐related symptoms appear to be the central features of schizophrenia spectrum disorders, whereas the core features of autism spectrum disorders are impairments in social interaction and communication as well as restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviours, interests or activities.

The present‐day view is in sharp contrast to that of Bleuler, who considered both autism and distortions of reality (positive psychotic phenomena) to be various expressions or symptoms of the same basic disease group, dementia praecox, covering the group of schizophrenias (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). In common, both of these symptoms have definitions related to the concept of reality, though in different ways.

Bleuler (2011) assumes that the sense of reality in autism may not be totally lacking, but fails in relation to matters threatening to contradict complexes thought to trigger and maintain the condition (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). He reserves the term autism for conditions with an observed partial or total detachment from reality. Characteristic of autism are the inability to cope with reality and inappropriate reactions to outside influences that may include a lack of consistence between expressed wishes and actions and a marked indifference. Bleuler thus appears to distinguish between the experiences of 'distortions of reality', for example, hallucinations and delusions, and a 'partly and totally lacking sense of reality', the latter related to the phenomenon of autism (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Such a distinction may be in line with the distinctions reflected by the two main hypotheses formulated by Maher ([2006](#ejn13599-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}) concerning the relationship between delusions and hallucinations: the anomalous experience hypothesis and the basic reasoning hypothesis. Whereas the anomalous experience hypothesis suggests that a delusion may arise in response to an attempt to explain anomalous conscious experiences, the basic reasoning hypothesis dating back to Kraepelin ([1889](#ejn13599-bib-0503){ref-type="ref"}) suggests that a basic defect exists in the reasoning of deluded individuals (Maher, [2006](#ejn13599-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). At first glance, these two hypotheses may appear to be mutually exclusive. However, when one focuses more closely on the content, what appears to separate these two hypotheses from one another may be merely the focus on an attempt to explain an experience at a conscious level. The anomalous experience hypothesis does not exclude the possibility of a concurrent defect of reasoning. Therefore, both of these hypotheses may turn out to be consistent with the *conceptual hypothesis of psychosis*.

A basic assumption of the redefined concept of psychosis reflected by the *conceptual hypothesis of psychosis* is that characteristic cognitive impairments related to reasoning with no measurable abnormal changes within the neurotransmitter systems may be sufficient for psychosis to develop and that no awareness of the deviation of thinking may be necessary. As previously discussed (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), this assumption may be in line with observations by Aggernæs *et al*. ([1981](#ejn13599-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). These authors suggest that patients with schizophrenia are prone to a characteristic inflexible way of thinking also transiently observed across the typical cognitive development of children and reflected in a tendency to experience nonexistent items as being real rather than existing items as being unreal. Interestingly, these observations may be consistent with the assumption by Bleuler that the sense of reality may not be totally lacking in autism as well as his observations that individuals with autistic symptoms may show good contact with their social environment with regard to everyday life (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). In line with Aggernæs *et al*. ([1981](#ejn13599-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), but years ahead, Bleuler recognized that autistic thought also occurs as a normal phenomenon (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). An example of this is a child who tells a lie without knowing that he is lying. The observations that deviances of thinking observed in schizophrenia and autistic symptoms may also be present across the typical cognitive development of children may be consistent with a dimensional approach to mental illness and the *neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis*. Furthermore, the observations may be in accordance with the suggested *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis* and the suggestion that the rigidity of thought observed in patients with schizophrenia may reflect common cognitive impairments observed at a more severe level in patients with autism spectrum disorders (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}).

From the discussion above, it appears to be relevant to examine how an attempt to explain an experience at a conscious level or the lack of such an attempt may affect the resulting clinical expression of psychosis. Central to the discussion appears to be the question of what is the central feature of the phenomenon of psychosis. Does psychosis include a deviance of experience from reality that includes both distortions of reality and a partly or totally lacking sense of reality, or is the core feature restricted merely to distortions of reality that may result from an attempt to explain an experience at a conscious level? The present‐day concept of psychosis appears to be narrowly focused on distortions of reality as a core feature. This may, in turn, be what separates the present‐day diagnostic categories of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia.

Autism -- the clinical use of the concept {#ejn13599-sec-0008}
-----------------------------------------

Today, the concept of autism appears to have various meanings in the fields of child and adolescent psychiatry and adult psychiatry. In adult psychiatry, autism may reflect a disorder of the self, a core condition related to schizophrenia (Parnas, [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}), rather than a symptom of a developmental disorder. Such a view may be in line with the Bleulerian concept of autism. Furthermore, it is possible to encounter the use of the term autism simply to designate a symptom of social withdrawal. To my knowledge, there is no practice of systematic assessment in adult psychiatry focusing on the developmental history. This is surprising in light of the increasing evidence of premorbid symptoms, for example, cognitive symptoms prior to the development of schizophrenia (Nuechterlein *et al*., [1994](#ejn13599-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Bredgaard & Glenthoj, [2000](#ejn13599-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}), and the suggestion that schizophrenia may be a neurodevelopmental disorder rather than a neurodegenerative disease (Tsuang, [2002](#ejn13599-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, it appears to run contrary to the increasing evidence from birth cohort and high‐risk studies in support of a neurodevelopmental approach to schizophrenia (Brüne, [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Clemmensen *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Laurens & Cullen, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}).

In child and adolescent psychiatry, in accordance with the DSM‐5 and the Tenth Revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD‐10) diagnostic guidelines of mental disorders (World Health Organization, [1992](#ejn13599-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; American Psychiatric Association, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}), the term autism refers to autism spectrum disorders, which are considered neurodevelopmental disorders. A previous statement by Frith ([2003](#ejn13599-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}) may illustrate how a change from the Bleulerian view of autism as a symptom of a degenerative disorder to the more recent view of autism as a developmental disorder has had an important impact related to the inherent assumptions of the disease. In her classic book 'Autism: Explaining the enigma' in which she describes the historical change in comprehension of the concept of autism, she states that the time of onset of a disorder is of crucial importance because a disorder that affects the normal course of development differs from a disorder that occurs later in life (Frith, [2003](#ejn13599-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} p. 69). According to Frith ([2003](#ejn13599-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}), both the condition described by Kanner ([1943](#ejn13599-bib-0502){ref-type="ref"}), with early onset and common comorbidity with intellectual disability, and that described by Asperger ([1944](#ejn13599-bib-0500){ref-type="ref"}), with later onset and normal language and cognitive development, may be various expressions of the developmental disorder of autism. The historical importance of the paradigm shift introduced by Kanner and Asperger and the impact of the change of view to consider autism a developmental disorder rather than a symptom of a degenerative condition cannot be underestimated.

Only a few years ago, the reported prevalence of autism spectrum disorders was approximately 1.5 : 1000 (Lord & Bailey, [2002](#ejn13599-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). Today, reports of the prevalence of autism spectrum disorder reach the level of the hitherto reported prevalence of schizophrenia. For example, studies have reported an estimated prevalence of autism spectrum disorders of approximately 1 : 100 among children and adolescents in Denmark (Parner *et al*., [2008](#ejn13599-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Elberling *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). A suggestion in line with Waterhouse ([2008](#ejn13599-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}) may be that the change in incidence results from increased awareness, increasing services for autism, changes in diagnostic criteria, and refined diagnostic procedures, now allowing for the identification of less severe cases of pervasive developmental disorders. Possibly these cases were previously recognized and classified using other diagnoses representing other conditions including schizophrenia. Alternatively, perhaps they were not recognized at all unless the individuals were observed later on in adult psychiatry, in this case possibly admitted because of secondary acquired conditions, for example, in the form of depression or psychosis. The idea of a lost generation of people who were previously excluded from a diagnosis of an autism spectrum condition and the possible implications has previously been discussed by Lai & Baron‐Cohen ([2015](#ejn13599-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). These authors point to the importance of delineating differential diagnoses, comorbidities, and overlapping behaviour with other psychiatric diagnoses, including anxiety, depression, obsessive‐compulsive disorder, psychosis, personality disorders, and other neurodevelopmental disorders. Such a view may be in line with the *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis* and with previous observations by Bleuler. Regarding the onset of disease, Bleuler (2011), by careful examination of case histories, could identify autistic character anomalies consisting of a tendency to seclusion, withdrawal and irritability as being present in more than half of individuals suffering from dementia praecox (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Bleuler suggested these anomalies to be the first symptoms of the disease, rather than merely a disposition to the disease. He described these children as unable to play with others and tending to follow their own ways, much in line with the characteristic symptoms of children with autism spectrum disorders as depicted in the DSM‐5 and ICD‐10 criteria (World Health Organization Geneva, [1992](#ejn13599-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; American Psychiatric Association, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}).

In a previous review, Myhr ([1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) examined the distinction between different categories of pervasive developmental disorders and to what extent they reflected observed clinical data. The author focused on continuities and distinguishing features between disorders and related to the diagnostic criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM‐IV). Using this approach, Myhr ([1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}), in line with some previous studies, could identify two overlapping subgroups of pervasive developmental disorders, a lower‐functioning group and a higher‐functioning group. While the first group was characterized by greater developmental compromise, social aloofness and a greater number of autistic symptoms, the second group showed higher IQ, fewer autistic symptoms, and more prosocial behaviour. Myhr, while suggesting a dimensional approach, concluded that subtypes of pervasive developmental disorders resemble each other and can be seen as existing on a continuum (Myhr, [1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). The differences between different subcategories appear to reflect IQ, adaptive behaviour and number of autistic symptoms rather than any distinctive symptomatology.

Surprisingly, and despite the increasing evidence in support of a dimensional approach that overall has guided the recent revision of the DSM‐criteria, a categorical approach to autism spectrum disorders has guided the recent revision of the DSM‐5 criteria regarding autism (American Psychiatric Association, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). Now, a distinction exists between autism spectrum disorders and social (pragmatic) communication disorders with the feature of restrictive, repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests or activities being what separate the one from the other. Such a distinction may be relevant insofar as it represents the view that these two conditions reflect phenomena of different origin. If not, the separation of the two conditions into distinct categories may distract researchers from considering a common cause and exploring their dimensional aspects. Some evidence that may be in support of the relevance of a distinction is found in the results of a study by Ronald *et al*. ([2006](#ejn13599-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}), which examined the aetiological overlap between the three symptom domains of social impairments, communication impairments and restricted repetitive behaviours in a sample of 8‐year‐old twin pairs recruited from the general population. The three symptom domains were identified by the three subscales of the Childhood Asperger Syndrome Test. The researchers found low phenotypic correlations between the three subscales and high heritability for extreme autistic‐like traits and autistic‐like traits as measured on a continuum with no significant shared environmental influences. By genetic model fitting, distinct genetic influences were identified for the three components reflected by the subscales. According to the researchers, these results suggest that the triad of impairments defining autism spectrum disorders is heterogeneous genetically and indicate that homogeneity may exist across symptoms within autism spectrum disorder, whereas genetic heterogeneity may explain autistic‐like traits. In contrast to this conclusion, Valla & Belmonte ([2013](#ejn13599-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}) suggest an alternative triad of primary autistic traits that include the three trait categories of social interaction deficits, cognitive inflexibility, and sensory abnormalities. Based on a review of relevant factor analytic and correlational behavioural studies, they conclude that this triad may reflect more accurately the factor structure of autistic traits (Valla & Belmonte, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}). These authors suggest that ritualistic behaviours are the result of developmentally emergent, compensatory mechanisms for interactions between cognitive inflexibility and sensory abnormalities. They offer a developmental dynamic interactionist model to explain the behavioural co‐variance of initially independent social and nonsocial autistic traits resulting from dynamic trait interactions over the course of development.

Repetitive phenomena may be associated with stress (Gabriels *et al*., [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Tordjman *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}; Yang *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}). What if restrictive, repetitive patterns of behaviour result from adaptive processes related to stress, rather than from other, more basic causes characterizing the distinction between autism spectrum disorders and social (pragmatic) communication disorders? Then, in line with the *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis*, the two categories may actually represent various expressions of the same basic condition, for example, different expressions related to the level of severity of illness, comorbidity, age‐related challenges or environmental risk factors affecting the expression of illness. This suggestion may be in line with the developmental dynamic interactionist model suggested by Valla & Belmonte ([2013](#ejn13599-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}) and the ideas suggested by Belmonte *et al*. that some of the cognitive symptoms observed in autism spectrum disorders may develop as compensatory changes resulting from the interaction of normal cognitive development with abnormal neural information processing (Belmonte & Yurgelun‐Todd, [2003](#ejn13599-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Belmonte *et al*., [2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). If this is true, then the present distinction between the two conditions may be at risk of repeating history in parallel to the previous change from the concept of dementia praecox to the distinction between autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia.

The transdiagnostic challenge {#ejn13599-sec-0009}
-----------------------------

More than hundred years ago, Bleuler ([1911](#ejn13599-bib-0501){ref-type="ref"}) was already aware of the inherent challenges involved in the process of delimiting conditions clinically and phenomenologically only on the basis of symptoms (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). During the process of classifying mental illness, the clinical psychiatrist may tend to focus on some symptoms while at the same time ignoring others (Gillberg, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Gillberg ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) use the term ESSENCE (Early Symptomatic Syndromes Eliciting Neurodevelopmental Clinical Examinations) to cover a group of often‐overlapping neurodevelopmental syndromes including autism spectrum disorders and attention deficit disorders observed in preschool children. By the term, he emphasizes that the clinician may be at risk of overlooking the complexity of the neurodevelopmental conditions covered by the acronym as well as the comorbidity occurring between the symptoms.

Although it may appear easy to classify autism and other disorders given the vast abundance of diagnostic instruments and rating scales, in real life a few points on a Likert scale may be what separate autism spectrum disorders from social anxiety, obsessive‐compulsive disorder, or schizophrenia. Furthermore, the clinical picture of schizotypal personality disorder may be difficult to distinguish from autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia. Symptoms may overlap (Solomon *et al*., [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}; Cochran *et al*., [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Kästner *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). The distinction among these conditions may, at times, be only a matter of focus or degree of severity of illness. Comments on the distinction between schizotypal personality disorder and Asperger syndrome from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders DSM‐IV‐TR (American Psychiatric Association, Washington, [2000](#ejn13599-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) may illustrate such a challenge. Regarding the distinction between the two disorders, the manual states that it may be very difficult to differentiate between schizotypal personality disorder and milder forms of autistic disorders including Asperger syndrome except by 'the even greater lack of social awareness and emotional reciprocity and stereotyped behaviours and interests' (American Psychiatric Association, [2000](#ejn13599-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} p. 700). The manual does not contain any guidance regarding how to carry out such a differentiation. Another example of this challenge is one described by Kumra *et al*. ([1998](#ejn13599-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). These authors examine a condition named multidimensionally impaired disorder, characterized by the presence of both autistic traits and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms, and choose to consider it as belonging to the schizophrenia spectrum similar to very early‐onset schizophrenia. They are aware, however, that the condition is highly similar to another condition described by the Yale Child Study Center, multiplex developmental disorder, considered by this group to be a disorder belonging to the autism spectrum. These complex disorders may exemplify the difficult and somewhat arbitrary choices involved in the clinical and phenomenological distinction between autism and schizophrenia. The comorbidity between conditions, a focus on psychosis as suggested by the *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis*, and the final choice of perspective may be the factors that separate autism spectrum disorders from schizophrenia in the present example.

From different perspectives, descriptions of almost identical behaviour may appear very dissimilar, and commonalities vanish simply because of a difference in focus. A comparison between the ICD‐10 criteria for Asperger syndrome and *schizotypal disorder* with the latter written in italics may illustrate this point (World Health Organization Geneva, [1992](#ejn13599-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}). The descriptions differ with regard to the criteria of onset and the duration of symptoms. The symptoms are classified using different concepts, perspectives and details. Despite these differences, it seems possible to identify characteristic features of most symptoms in the classification of both disorders. While the focus of the description of Asperger syndrome is on the restrictions symptoms may impose on the behaviour of an individual, the description of schizotypal disorder, in contrast, appears to reflect the perspective of a 'wondering' social environment observing behaviour deviating from the norm. The following comparison of symptom criteria may illustrate how the symptoms may be 'translated' to each other. A 'failure adequately to use eye‐to eye‐gaze, facial expression, body posture, and gesture ....' may be consistent with *'behavior or appearance that is odd, eccentric or peculiar...'*. Furthermore, a 'lack of socio‐emotional reciprocity as shown by an impaired or deviant response to other people\'s emotions; or lack of modulation of behavior according to social context; or a weak integration of social, emotional and communicative behaviors' may be in line with a *'poor rapport with others and a tendency to social withdrawal'*. In addition, 'a restricted, repetitive repertoire of interests, activities or special interests' may be described as *'vague, circumstantial, metaphorical, overelaborate, or stereotyped thinking, manifested by odd speech or in other ways without gross incoherence'*.

From an anthropological perspective, different clinical subcultures may exist in clinical settings as illustrated by the apparent differences in clinical practice and use of concepts in the fields of adult psychiatry and child and adolescent psychiatry. Pattern recognition may help guide the clinical psychiatrist during the diagnostic process; however, this may be at the risk of distracting the psychiatrist from paying attention to relevant differential diagnosis. Since the course of illness may depend on the perception of the clinical symptoms, it is likely that the diagnostic process by itself may influence the course of illness. For these reasons, there is a need to go beyond the symptom level and try to identify the common mechanisms that may underlie and give rise to the many different clinical expressions of autism, schizophrenia and related conditions.

Increasing evidence suggests an association between autism and schizophrenia spectrum disorders (Burbach & van der Zwaag, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Guilmatre *et al*., [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Rapoport *et al*., [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}; Craddock & Owen, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Moreno‐De‐Luca *et al*., [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Solomon *et al*., [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}; Sugranyes *et al*., [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Eack *et al*., [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Chung *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Chisholm *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Kirov, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). With the awareness of a possible overlap, several models have developed to explain the multiple shared phenotypic traits and common risk factors and to account for the increasing evidence suggesting a genetic overlap (Chisholm *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Future research may not only need to account for the heterogeneity of both conditions but also need to take the dimensional nature of these disorders into consideration and to examine evidence on multiple levels to be able to identify possible common biological markers. From a different perspective, based on the clinical appearance of conditions, the clinician must work with the same knowledge while delimiting mental illness.

Autism -- the clinical challenge and cognitive markers {#ejn13599-sec-0010}
------------------------------------------------------

The severity of autistic core symptoms may vary significantly among children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorders and across age (Wiggins *et al*., [2006](#ejn13599-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}; Daniels & Mandell, [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). While it may not be possible to quantify the autistic core symptoms, it is possible to measure individual variations in autism‐related cognitive markers across age and various psychiatric conditions. For decades, cognitive theories of autism have guided autism research as well as clinical practice (Rajendran & Mitchell, [2007](#ejn13599-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Previous research has demonstrated that the core symptoms of autism are associated with a wide range of underlying autism‐related cognitive markers. These include deficits of mentalization or *theory of mind* (Frith & Happe, [1994](#ejn13599-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), impaired ability to integrate inputs coherently as stated by *theory of weak central coherence* (Happe & Frith, [2006](#ejn13599-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}), executive dysfunctions (Hill, [2004](#ejn13599-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), and dysfunctions in conceptual cognitive reasoning observed as impairments of imagination and abstract thinking (Ropar & Peebles, [2007](#ejn13599-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Alderson‐Day, [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Alderson‐Day & McGonigle‐Chalmers, [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Several studies have examined the use of autism‐related cognitive markers for clinical assessment (e.g. Hill, [2004](#ejn13599-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Happe & Frith, [2006](#ejn13599-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Schuwerk *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}). Despite promising results, unfortunately, the data lack sufficient consistency and power to provide a foundation for the development of cognitive normative tools for psychiatric screening of autism. The results are in line with those of a recent study that examined the relationship among selected cognitive abnormalities, impairments of theory of mind, executive dysfunctions and a local processing bias as well as their relation to various behavioural measures in two groups of children (Cantio *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). The authors compare the results between a group with autism spectrum disorders and a group with neurotypical development. They find that although impairments of theory of mind and executive functions do not relate to the behavioural measures, these cognitive measures are able to differentiate between the two groups, with some of the cognitive tasks relating to each other. In light of their results, they do not exclude that it may be possible for a single universal cognitive cause to underlie the wide range of diagnostic symptoms in autism.

Williams *et al*. ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}), while testing the complex information processing model of autism previously suggested by Minshew *et al*., have recently examined problem solving and adaptive functioning in individuals with autism spectrum disorder compared to individuals with typical development. The researchers used measures of conceptual reasoning reflecting problem solving and a report measure of adaptive functioning. Their findings indicate that individuals with high‐functioning autism may have weaker conceptual reasoning ability compared to individuals with typical development of similar age and cognitive ability. Furthermore, their results suggest that flexibility of thought may potentially be more important for adaptive functioning in a natural environment than conceptual reasoning or problem solving (Williams *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}). Their results also indicate that although language may serve as a compensatory mechanism for learning, even relatively able adolescents and adults with autism may struggle with an inherent weakness in concept formation that challenges information processing as the demands of tasks increase (Williams *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}).

Recent studies provide new evidence showing that individuals with autism spectrum disorders have a reduced ability to integrate contextual task signals in the presence of noise stimuli (Sinha *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}; Van de Cruys *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). Other studies demonstrate impaired executive and social cognitive skills during test conditions that demand implicit monitoring of contextual signals (Froehlich *et al*., [2012](#ejn13599-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Lawson *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Schuwerk *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; Zaidel *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). These results may be in agreement with recent hypotheses suggesting that the ability to integrate sensory input with previous experience and predict events may depend on cognitive load and the level of noise and that the autistic core symptoms and autism‐related markers may result from deficits in predictive coding (White *et al*., [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}; Van Eylen *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}).

A decrease in signal‐to‐noise ratio may result from abnormal brain connectivity, with either overconnected or underconnected networks affecting the information capacity of the networks (Belmonte & Yurgelun‐Todd, [2003](#ejn13599-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Belmonte *et al*., [2004a](#ejn13599-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"},[b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). The concept of connectivity, however, is complex. It may be possible to differentiate between local connectivity within neural assemblies and long‐range connectivity between functional brain regions and to distinguish between the physical connectivity associated with synapses and tracts and the computational connectivity associated with information transfer (Belmonte *et al*., [2004a](#ejn13599-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). In autism spectrum disorders, high local connectivity may be observed together with low long‐range connectivity. Increasing evidence suggests that the cerebellum and development of abnormal connectivity may be involved in autism, consistent with a preparatory theory suggesting that the fundamental purpose of the cerebellum is to predict internal conditions needed for a particular mental or motor operation and to set those conditions in preparation for the operation at hand (Courchesne & Allen, [1997](#ejn13599-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}).

From a clinical point of view, to go beyond the symptom level and identify possible cognitive markers may not be an easy task. The identification of deviances in play depends on knowledge‐based expectations of what is relevant for the child\'s age and level of development. The quality of the developmental history information gathered from parents, teachers and other informants and the observations carried out by the clinical staff all have an impact on the result of the overall assessment. The observed deviances must be compared to what may be expected for an individual\'s age and in light of the global level of intelligence of the individual.

How do the disturbances of associations observed by Bleuler (2011) appear at the symptom level? Is it possible to identify a rigidity of thought reflecting characteristic cognitive impairments that may connect autism and schizophrenia, as suggested by *the phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis* and *the neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis*? Furthermore, is it possible to identify neurocognitive impairments, for example, executive dysfunctions or impairments of mentalization, of the ability to integrate inputs coherently, or of imagination and abstract thinking that may only become visible when susceptible individuals reach the limits of their cognitive abilities at different levels of cognitive complexity across the course of normal development, as suggested by *the neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis*?

Observed disturbances of associations {#ejn13599-sec-0011}
-------------------------------------

As suggested by the examples to follow, rigidity of thought may appear in different ways depending not only on the level of cognitive complexity related to a context but also on the ability of an individual to integrate previous experience with present experiences and to adapt depending on the global level of intelligence. Depending on the character of the observed challenges related to the integration of information and difficulties with generalization, it may be possible to divide the clinical appearance of symptoms into several categories:

### Lack of integration between earlier experience and experiences in the present moment, including challenges in connecting events in time and space -- literal type of thinking {#ejn13599-sec-0012}

Examples of literal thinking may be the following: A parent tells her toddler about a plan for the afternoon: 'We are going to the beach!', or 'We are going to have an ice cream!', or 'We are going to visit Aunt Rosy!'. The child becomes frustrated when he/she realizes that something else is going to occur first, for example, getting dressed, travelling by car, etc. In this case, the child perceives the invitation as if the event were going to occur immediately after the message, as the immediate next step in an order of events. The child is not aware of all the implicit actions needed ahead of the event.

### Partial integration -- challenges in generalizing from experience and connecting events in time {#ejn13599-sec-0013}

As illustrated above, in the context of a present situation, it may be a challenge for an individual with autism to predict future events and to adapt his/her behaviour accordingly. A cognitively vulnerable individual may have to consciously rather than automatically determine what is going on and what will happen. Depending on the complexity of the context, cognitively susceptible individuals may therefore constantly be at work trying to grasp what is happening and how to adapt accordingly. Depending on their global cognitive level, they may be more or less successful. The challenge in a present context may therefore differ markedly from the challenge related to grasping events in a context from a retrospective perspective. Some individuals may be able to grasp events from a retrospective perspective, for example, when a day has become a concrete event rather than an unknown, yet are unable to cope in the present moment and to generalize experiences and predict future events related to similar known contexts. Such challenges may be very difficult to identify in a clinical setting since the gathering of history information generally focuses on events that have already occurred in the past. An example of such a challenge may be the following: The parents of a 7‐year‐old boy with high‐functioning autism wonder why he always rejects going to school in the morning. Each day they have conflicts and do not know how to motivate him; however, whenever they pick him up in the afternoon he has always had a good day and looks happy. This boy is unable to generalize and plan his day in light of previous experiences. Each morning he has no idea about what the day will bring, and he must constantly observe what is going on in order to determine what to do, for example, he must imitate the behaviour of the others in order to adapt. In contrast, at the end of the day, the boy knows what the day was like.

### Partial integration -- challenges in generalizing from experience and connecting contexts in space {#ejn13599-sec-0014}

Another challenge for an individual may be to generalize from previous experience in order to predict future events and to adapt behaviour accordingly when relevant in a new yet similar context. Here, the time aspect may not be important. What may be important is to be able to recognize in this new context what it has in common to a similar previous context. An example of such a challenge may be the following: A teenage girl is out shopping in a supermarket together with her mother. When the mother tells her that they are going to pay, the young girl moves directly to the desk and ignores the queue of people waiting to pay. While correcting the teenager, the mother tells her that they will have to queue up in order to pay. The following week, when in the same supermarket, the girl queues up as told by her mother. However, while visiting another supermarket chain two weeks later, the teenager once again walks directly to the desk to pay while ignoring the queue. The mother then asks why she did not queue up. From the response of the teenager, the mother realizes that the girl was only able to generalize the experience to the particular supermarket where the mother corrected her the first time. She was unable to transfer the experience to other supermarkets or supermarket chains unless explicitly told.

### Integration of own experience with future behaviour without concurrent integration of the expectations from the social environment {#ejn13599-sec-0015}

At an even more complex level, the behaviour of an individual may occur without concurrent integration of the expectations from the social environment, which may result from an impaired ability to take or integrate another perspective, with neither the individual nor the social environment being aware of it. The following example and the interpretation may be in line with the previous referred clinical example reported by Bleuler (2011) and may illustrate how lack of awareness or misinterpretation of the intentions of a cognitively vulnerable individual may give rise to misunderstandings, or even suggestions of manipulation. In this case, an adolescent with Asperger syndrome or schizophrenia admitted to a psychiatric ward had instructions to ask for advice when in need of help and to seek his appointed contacts among the staff when feeling bad. However, observations showed that the young man, contrary to the instructions, always went to seek advice from another person among the staff, a behaviour interpreted as obstructive. After careful examination of the situation, the staff realized that the reason why the young man always went to this particular staff member was simply that he knew this person from a previous admittance and felt safe. The patient had previously experienced that this particular staff member was able to help. The young man seeks solutions that he knows may work, but he is unable to predict how his actions may be perceived by the social environment, in this case the staff, and therefore does not adjust his behaviour accordingly. In line with the interpretation of the example by Bleuler, the rationale of the young man may also here be a very simple one rather than a more complex one, with the intention of the patient guided solely by his perspective resulting from an unrecognized impaired ability to integrate another perspective in his actions. If this is the case, then the present example may represent an example of deficits of mentalization.

As illustrated by the previous clinical examples, the difficulty in integrating previous experience with the present and in predicting the future may relate to the context and the ability to adapt. The challenges related to the task of integrating all impressions in a complex context, for example, in a social context, may depend on whether the information is explicitly stated or implied, consistent with the recent findings by Callenmark *et al*. from their study of explicit vs. implicit social cognition in autism spectrum disorder (Callenmark *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). They examined the difference in response to explicit (prompted) and implicit (spontaneous) social cognition performance in a group of adolescents with autism spectrum disorder and a group of adolescents with neurotypical development. The authors found impairments in implicit (unprompted) but not explicit social cognition performance in the autism spectrum disorders group, suggesting that explicit, prompted answer formats may decrease the complexity of social cognition demands in a test situation whereas implicit, open formats may be closer to a complex real life situation. These results may illustrate the characteristic and frequently observed challenge in autism of understanding an implied message. Likewise, the results are in line with the frequent clinical observations showing that individuals with autism spectrum disorders may have comprehension difficulties unless the meaning of a context is explicitly stated.

Theory of mind, hypo‐theory‐of mind and hyper‐theory‐of‐mind {#ejn13599-sec-0016}
------------------------------------------------------------

As illustrated in the last example above, the behaviour of an individual may occur without concurrent integration of the expectations from the social environment resulting from an impaired ability to take or integrate another perspective, suggesting deficits of mentalization (Frith & Happe, [1994](#ejn13599-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). The example illustrates what may occur in a social context when neither the individual nor the social environment is aware of the cognitive impairments. As illustrated above, the lack of social reciprocity may go both ways, with neither the patient nor the social environment understanding the intention of the other. A suggestion is that this may cause stress for the patient and may contribute further to his symptoms, increasing the risk of social withdrawal, anxiety, depression or psychosis, a suggestion that may be in line with the results of the studies on stress in autism conducted by Corbett *et al*. ([2008](#ejn13599-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [2012](#ejn13599-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) and Bishop‐Fitzpatrick *et al*. ([2015](#ejn13599-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [2017](#ejn13599-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}).

Impairments of theory of mind are observed not only in autism (Frith & Happe, [1994](#ejn13599-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) but also in schizophrenia (Brüne, [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). A recent meta‐analysis based on 37 studies assessing mentalizing abilities either verbally or visually in adults with autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia concluded that the two groups may share some cognitive processing deficits associated with mentalizing impairments (Chung *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). The estimated effect sizes of impairments in verbal and visual mentalizing tasks for both clinical groups were statistically large and at a similar level. To identify and understand disorder‐specific features of mentalizing in the future, the authors suggest the use of longitudinal designs that can compare the evolution of mentalizing abilities across the two disorders and the development of novel tasks that tap into specific psychological constructs or neural circuitry.

A recent study focuses on alterations in mentalization and their association with psychotic experiences, defined as psychotic symptoms present in the absence of psychotic illness (Clemmensen *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). The authors distinguish between an exaggerated type of theory of mind, hyper‐theory‐of‐mind, associated with psychotic disorder, and a hypo‐theory‐of‐mind, the latter associated with a diagnosis of autism and negative symptoms. In a population‐based sample of children, the researchers identify patterns of association between hyper‐theory‐of‐mind and psychotic symptoms, with hyper‐theory‐of‐mind strongly associated with delusional ideas having paranoid content. The authors are able to replicate these findings in a smaller high‐prevalence study. They also find an increased risk of psychotic experiences in children with hypo‐theory‐of‐mind; however, they do not replicate this finding in their second sample. The authors suggest that their results may be in line with a theory (Shamay‐Tsoory *et al*., [2007](#ejn13599-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; Montag *et al*., [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}) suggesting that general impairments of mentalization may be a vulnerability marker for psychosis, with other, more specific alterations of mentalization having a mediating role. Finally, they conclude that it may be relevant to apply more differentiated measures of theory of mind not only in research but also as part of clinical assessment.

Another study, conducted by Ciaramidaro *et al*. ([2015](#ejn13599-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}), showed results that may be consistent with those of Clemmensen *et al*. ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). In a study using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), these authors tested a hypo‐hyper‐intentionality hypothesis suggesting that mentalizing problems in autism spectrum disorders differ from those in schizophrenia. This hypothesis was developed by Bara *et al*. ([2011](#ejn13599-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) and is part of a theoretical model of intention developed to examine the neurobiological bases of intention processing in both healthy people and people with impairments of the neurocognitive system underlying intention recognition. The hypothesis suggests that deficits in mental state attribution in autism are characterized by a tendency to treat people as devoid of intentions, in contrast to schizophrenia, wherein a tendency to over‐attribute intentions to agents and physical events is observed. Ciaramidaro *et al*. ([2015](#ejn13599-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) examined neural responses and functional connectivity during the reading of others' intentions while comparing individuals with autism spectrum disorder, a group of individuals with paranoid schizophrenia and a group of gender‐ and IQ‐matched control subjects. At the behavioural level, the group with autism spectrum disorder showed reduced accuracy, whereas the schizophrenia group showed increased reaction times. At the neural level, both clinical groups showed aberrant activation in core regions of the mentalizing network, the group with autism spectrum disorder showing less activation during the experimental condition while the schizophrenia group showed increased activation in the control condition. The results of the connectivity analyses were consistent with the idea that mind‐reading problems in schizophrenia are due to an overactive intention‐detection module, whereas mind‐reading problems in autism spectrum disorders are due to an underactive intention‐detection module.

Interestingly, the results both of the study by Clemmensen *et al*. ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) and that of Ciaramidaro *et al*. ([2015](#ejn13599-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) may be in line with the previous suggestion that the difference between the anomalous experience and the basic reasoning hypotheses (Maher, [2006](#ejn13599-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}) may be merely a focus on the attempt to explain an experience at a conscious level and the resulting clinical expression of psychosis. If this is true, hyper‐theory‐of‐mind may occur when cognitively vulnerable individuals attempt to explain experiences at a conscious level resulting in distortions of reality. On the other hand, hypo‐theory‐of‐mind may be observed in individuals with known or unknown impairments of reasoning that may result in either a totally or a partly lacking sense of reality, with the latter not excluding the possibility of concurrent hyper‐theory‐of‐mind.

To define the central features of psychosis, two options now emerge. A narrow definition of psychosis may focus on symptom appearance, in clinical constructs with a focus on positive symptoms in line with the present‐day definition of schizophrenia (World Health Organization, [1992](#ejn13599-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; American Psychiatric Association [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). Another definition of psychosis may focus on the impairments of reasoning and on the resulting deviances in the experience of reality observed in both autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia. This latter definition of psychosis represents a broader concept that may reflect a dimensional view. Such a view may be consistent with the ideas by Belmonte *et al*. that some of the cognitive symptoms observed in autism spectrum disorders may develop as compensatory changes resulting from the interaction of normal cognitive development with abnormal neural information processing (Belmonte & Yurgelun‐Todd, [2003](#ejn13599-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Belmonte *et al*., [2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). The latter definition of psychosis appears to contrast with the suggestion by Crespi & Badcock ([2008](#ejn13599-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}) that psychosis and autism may represent diametrical disorders of the social brain. From a theoretical, evolutionary genetic point of view, these authors have developed a theory, the imprinted brain theory, suggesting that psychosis and autism represent two extremes on a cognitive spectrum with normality at its centre (Badcock & Crespi, [2006](#ejn13599-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Crespi & Badcock, [2008](#ejn13599-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). They consider social cognition underdeveloped in autism and overdeveloped to the level of dysfunction in psychosis. Crespi & Badcock ([2008](#ejn13599-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that the deviations from normal social brain development are mediated in part by alterations in developmental and metabolic systems affected by genomic imprinting.

Various patterns of executive dysfunctions {#ejn13599-sec-0017}
------------------------------------------

Executive dysfunctions are characteristic findings in autism as well as schizophrenia (Hill, [2004](#ejn13599-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Greene *et al*., [2008](#ejn13599-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). From a clinical point of view, in preschool children, symptoms of autism spectrum disorders may be difficult to distinguish from ADHD, and the conditions may overlap (Gillberg, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Rommelse *et al*., [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). Although autism spectrum disorders are relatively stable, conditions first identified as autism may later be recognized as ADHD, or vice versa (Gillberg, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}).

In toddlers and preschool children with ADHD, the executive dysfunctions may appear as impairments in selective attention, impulse control, and hyperactivity. In autism spectrum disorders, the clinical appearance of impairments in the ability to imagine may appear quite similar, including transient attention, sudden and unexpected reactions, and random and purposeless activity. Despite these similarities, observable differences in the patterns of symptoms between children with ADHD and autism spectrum disorders may sometimes help guide the clinician to distinguish between the two conditions. In autism, the executive dysfunctions may depend on type of activity and motivation. What may initially appear to be the result of deficits of selective attention may turn out to be the result of either a lack of motivation to engage in an observed activity or a lack of ability. It is striking to observe how an apparently hyperactive and impulsive child who is unable to focus his/her attention on simple pretend play may be deeply engaged for hours in construction play.

In autism, impairments related to the ability to imagine can be observed during playing sessions. The difference in behaviour related to construction and pretend play illustrated in the example above may reflect differences in the challenges related to these two kinds of activity. These challenges may not be apparent to parents or other adults around the child, for example, in kindergarten or school. Frequently, clinicians receive reports suggesting that a child is very creative and has a vivid imagination while collecting history information. This, however, does not exclude the need for a careful examination of the child\'s ability to play in a clinical setting. Even advanced constructions may in essence represent the result of a very concrete activity. The child may follow some very basic rules, which may appear strange and hence creative to outside viewers. Furthermore, what initially appears to be advanced roleplay may turn out to be copy play, with the child repeating dialogues observed on television or in movies. The mental processes involved in construction play may be of another character compared to those necessary to conduct pretend play, which may involve more complex mental processes relating former knowledge to present information and future prediction.

From a theoretical point of view, cognitive impairments may relate to different thought processes that could involve different brain processes and different levels of associations and control. As suggested by Eslinger & Grattan ([1993](#ejn13599-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}), frontal lobe and frontal‐striatal substrates may be involved in different forms of human cognitive flexibility, and two separate cognitive components of executive functions can be identified: *reactive flexibility* and *spontaneous flexibility*. Whereas the first concept, reactive flexibility, refers to the ability to change attentional focus and strategies according to outside requirements, the second concept, spontaneous flexibility, refers to the ability to initiate a strategy and continuously evaluate whether the strategy is working (Eslinger & Grattan, [1993](#ejn13599-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}).

Inspired by Eslinger & Grattan ([1993](#ejn13599-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) and consistent with their suggested concepts, at the phenomenological level, it may be possible to distinguish between two different kinds of imagination, a *deductive imagination* and an *inductive imagination*. In deductive imagination, an abstract way of thinking, new information may evolve in a process where new ideas and former knowledge relate to each other in a reflective mind process. This kind of imagination may involve top‐down control and depend on an associative brain function. In inductive imagination, on the other hand -- in essence a concrete way of thinking -- a pattern is recognized and followed in a systematic way. Whereas top‐down control could also be involved in this kind of thinking, reflection may not necessarily be part of or integrated in this thought process. A suggestion is that the phenomenological and cognitive levels relate to each other as follows: a deductive imagination may reflect reactive flexibility, while an inductive imagination could reflect spontaneous flexibility.

The *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis* and the *neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis* suggest that a link between autism and schizophrenia consists of common cognitive impairments operating at different levels of cognitive complexity, clinically appearing as a characteristic rigidity of thought observed whenever cognitively susceptible individuals reach the limits of their cognitive abilities (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Is it possible that this rigidity of thought is associated with impairments of cognitive flexibility and may relate to one or both separate cognitive components of executive functions suggested by Eslinger and Grattan? If so, how are they related, and is it possible to differentiate between more basic and secondary processes and to identify how they relate to different brain substrates?

A suggestion could be that the basic cognitive alterations involved in autism and schizophrenia relate to *reactive flexibility*, underlying the observed impairments of *deductive imagination* and reflected at the symptom level in the rigidity of thought. This may explain why individuals with autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia often appear socially and emotionally immature relative to their overall cognitive level. The suggestion may be consistent with evidence indicating low‐level perceptual abnormalities in autism spectrum disorders and their possible explanations as hypothesized in the theory of autism and abnormal development of brain connectivity by Belmonte *et al*. ([2004a](#ejn13599-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}) and the preparatory theory of the involvement of the cerebellum in autism by Courchesne & Allen ([1997](#ejn13599-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}).

The cognitive component *spontaneous flexibility* could be involved in inductive imagination and compensatory strategies. This may explain why some individuals with autism, as suggested by the *theory of weak central coherence* (Happe & Frith, [2006](#ejn13599-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) have remarkable islands of abilities unrelated to and striking in light of their overall cognitive abilities. The idea that some of the cognitive symptoms observed in autism spectrum disorders may develop as compensatory changes has already been noticed by others (Belmonte & Yurgelun‐Todd, [2003](#ejn13599-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Belmonte *et al*., [2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). These researchers suggest that weak central coherence may emerge as a secondary property resulting from the interaction of normal cognitive development with abnormal neural information processing. They suggest that the abnormal higher‐level cognitive abnormalities observed in autism may be the result of compensatory developmental changes resulting from low‐level perceptual abnormalities rather than specific impairments in global processing. The authors report that a failure to delimit activation within an abnormally connected network may be observed as hyperarousal in response to sensory input and decreased ability to select among competing sensory inputs. They also refer to evidence of observed cardiovascular, neuroendocrine and neurochemical indices of arousal in novel and stressful situations in support of their prediction and to physiological and behavioural observations of the extent and intensity of perceptual processing. Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that autism, in light of the present neurobiological evidence, may be viewed as the result of the interaction of normal development with abnormal constraints not only at the cognitive level but also at the cellular and molecular level.

A suggestion is that stress involved in the development of manifest clinical disease may result in impairments of spontaneous flexibility that possibly render basic impairments of reactive flexibility more visible and may reveal the need for time‐demanding adaptive mechanisms to cope. This may be consistent with the suggestions of Belmonte *et al*. (Belmonte & Yurgelun‐Todd, [2003](#ejn13599-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Belmonte *et al*., [2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) and may explain the observed differences in explicit vs. implicit social cognition performance demonstrated by Callenmark *et al*. ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}).

Individual records and clinical observations suggest that some individuals with autism, particularly females, may use learned strategies to conceal social difficulties and thereby camouflage their social communication difficulties, which may require considerable cognitive effort and lead to increased stress, anxiety and depression (Lai & Baron‐Cohen, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Lai *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). To explore the phenomenon, Lai *et al*. ([2016](#ejn13599-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}) operationalized camouflaging in adults with autism and without intellectual disability as the quantitative discrepancy between the person\'s 'external' behavioural presentation in social--interpersonal contexts and the person\'s 'internal' status. The results showed that women with autism had higher camouflaging scores than men with autism, with substantial variability in both groups. The operationalized camouflaging measure was not significantly correlated with age or IQ. A predicted relationship between executive functions and camouflaging in women with autism was observed; however, since all analyses of the relationships between camouflaging and clinical symptoms and cognitive abilities were correlational in nature, no causal relationships could be inferred. The authors suggest future studies to apply designs that are able to test hypotheses concerning the cognitive bases of camouflaging and the examination of sex/gender‐differential relationships. Instead of operationalizing camouflaging as external--internal discrepancy, another option, according to the authors, may be to operationalize it by social imitation capacities based on the hypothesis that camouflaging heavily involves social imitation and adaptation.

To identify the cognitive processes involved in the pathogenesis of autism and schizophrenia, it could be relevant to focus on those cognitive deficits that may contribute to impaired *reactive flexibility* and a reduced capacity for deductive imagination. A suggestion is that this phenomenon is at the core of the central pathogenic processes involved in the development of both autism and schizophrenia and at the core of treatment‐resistant schizophrenia. Likewise, in line with the suggestion by Lai *et al*. ([2016](#ejn13599-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}) and consistent with Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), it may be relevant to identify and distinguish from the more basic processes those time‐demanding cognitive processes that may be involved in adaptive coping and may be affected by the secondary stress‐related processes that, according to the *neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis*, are suggested to be involved in the development of manifest clinical illness.

Rethinking the concept of autism {#ejn13599-sec-0018}
--------------------------------

What is the core of autism? A disorder of contact, social withdrawal, reciprocity, empathy or impaired imagination? Apparently, the less visible the handicap, the greater the challenge may be for the individual as well as for the social environment to become aware, understand and realize that something is abnormal.

To direct research, it is important to agree upon a definition of the phenomenon of autism. In light of the previous discussion, the following definition of the concept of autism is proposed:"A condition in which the rationale of the behaviour of an individual resulting from recognized or unrecognized cognitive impairments differs qualitatively from the rationale of the social environment."

Defined as such, autism may represent a social phenomenon, the result of a mismatch between expectations and the ability to fulfil them. As such, autism may act as a signal transmitted to the social level, similar to the suggestion that psychosis may act as a signal transmitted to the social level making the social environment aware of processes taking place within an individual and in the social interaction (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Regarded as such, the signal transmits information about challenges resulting from a discrepancy between incoming and outgoing information that occurs somewhere in the biopsychosocial system in which the individual plays an active part and at whose centre the individual is located. The neurobiological processes contributing to the phenomenon must be somewhat global in character and of sufficient impact to allow signal transmission all the way to the social level.

Whereas the concept of psychosis focuses on how an experience may be related to reality, autism as a concept may be related to the social aspects of an experience and its relationship to the social environment. What both of these phenomena have in common may be a basic impairment of reasoning. This suggestion may be in line with the *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis* suggesting common cognitive impairments in schizophrenia and autism, consistent with Bleuler ([1911](#ejn13599-bib-0501){ref-type="ref"}) and his suggestion that disturbances of associations are among the fundamental symptoms of dementia praecox (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). From a historical point of view, the term dementia praecox may cover not only the present clinical condition of schizophrenia but also the clinical condition of autism spectrum disorders. From a clinical point of view, the described concepts of autism and psychosis may therefore reflect different expressions of the same basic phenomenon. Whereas psychosis may reflect behaviour related to deviances in the experience of reality, autism may reflect behaviour related to a rationale that differs from that of the social environment resulting from deviances in cognition.

How do impairments of reasoning and the attempt to explain an experience at a conscious level affect the clinical expressions of the phenomena of psychosis and autism? In light of the previous discussion, such questions appear to be important to answer for future research.

It may be possible to distinguish among different clinical expressions of autism depending on whether the social environment is aware of the condition or not. As illustrated in the example above, the failure of perspective taking and empathy may lie not only with the affected individual but also with the social environment. How does that affect the clinical expression? The clinical appearance may also depend on the awareness of the individual. Some individuals with autism spectrum disorders may be aware of their difficulties, but they may be unable to explain or understand the reason why and therefore be unable to compensate.

Evidence challenging diagnostic borders {#ejn13599-sec-0019}
---------------------------------------

Symptom appearance may depend on the character of the basic experience of an individual, neurobiological in nature (Belmonte *et al*., [2004a](#ejn13599-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"},[b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). From a neurobiological point of view, the same genes may be involved in the development of a variety of mental disorders including autism and schizophrenia (Burbach & van der Zwaag, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Craddock & Owen, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Robinson *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). The evidence indicating that genes and neurobiological mechanisms are involved in the development of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia opens up the potential for neurobiological treatment targets (Belmonte *et al*., [2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Cuthbert & Insel, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Waterhouse & Gillberg, [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}).

Increasing empirical evidence suggests that autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia may share genes (Burbach & van der Zwaag, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Cox & Butler, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Elia *et al*., [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Guilmatre *et al*., [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Cross‐Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, [2013a](#ejn13599-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"},[b](#ejn13599-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; McCarthy *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; Moreno‐De‐Luca *et al*., [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Rapoport *et al*., [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}; Kirov, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). Evidence from genome‐wide association studies has shown that many frequent inherited alleles may be involved in the development of mental illness including autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia, each contributing with only small effects (Cross‐Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, [2013a](#ejn13599-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"},[b](#ejn13599-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Plomin *et al*., [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Robinson *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). *De novo* variant analyses of new mutations using family‐based whole‐genome or whole‐exome sequencing approaches shows evidence that such mutations may be involved in the development of neuropsychiatric disorders including autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia (McCarthy *et al.,* 2014; Robinson *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}), and increasing evidence now indicates that a few rare genetic variants, copy number variants (CNVs), may contribute with larger effects in these disorders (Burbach & van der Zwaag, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Craddock & Owen, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Kirov, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}).

Interestingly, these convergent genetic findings challenge the categorical approach currently guiding the understanding of mental disorders. The genetic overlap between disorders may indicate that autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia can arise from a shared neurodevelopmental vulnerability or may involve similar pathogenic mechanisms (Burbach & van der Zwaag, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}). Genetic risk factors for autism spectrum disorders can also be found in the general population, and since the effects of that risk are unclear, a recent study chose to examine the genome‐wide links between autism spectrum disorders and typical variation in social behaviour and adaptive functioning using several large autism spectrum disorder consortia and population‐based resources (Robinson *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). These researchers found genome‐wide genetic links between autism spectrum disorders and typical variation in social behaviour and adaptive functioning evidenced through both LD score genetic correlation and *de novo* variant analysis. Their results indicate that multiple types of genetic risk for autism spectrum disorders influence a continuum of behavioural and developmental traits.

In addition to the increasing evidence in support of shared genetic risk factors involved in the development of autism and schizophrenia spectrum disorders, increasing evidence indicates that common information‐processing deficits including psychophysiological deficits (Aggernaes *et al*., [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Oranje *et al*., [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Madsen *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Sinclair *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}) and neurocognitive impairments (Simon *et al*., [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}; Greene *et al*., [2008](#ejn13599-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Sugranyes *et al*., [2011](#ejn13599-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Eack *et al*., [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Chung *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}) may be involved in the development of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia.

A study directly comparing global and regional brain volume structural alterations in individuals with autism spectrum disorder, schizophrenia and typical development found no overall global grey matter or white matter differences between groups (Radeloff *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). The results from the analysis of regional data, however, although considered preliminary, indicated alterations of social brain areas in both disorders (Radeloff *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). Compared to individuals with schizophrenia, subjects with autism spectrum disorder displayed smaller grey matter volume in the left insula.

Epidemiologic evidence indicates that perinatal factors, birth in an urban area and a family history of mental illness are associated with the risk of autism (Larsson *et al*., [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Lauritsen *et al*., [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). The highest risks of autism associated with a family history of mental illness were reported for siblings of children within the spectrum of pervasive developmental disorders (Lauritsen *et al*., [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). A parental history of schizophrenia was associated with a higher risk of autism than a parental history of depression (Larsson *et al*., [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). Such evidence may be in line with the model of the complex relationship between biological variation and some major forms of psychopathology suggested by Craddock & Owen ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) and supports the strong line of evidence for genetic factors involved in the development of autism but also indicates that environmental factors may be involved. The results raise important questions as to their interpretation. How is the risk of mental illness of a parent transmitted to the child? In addition to the option of transmission directly via a genetic pathway, environmental factors may be involved. Despite evidence that parental psychopathology is linked to an increased risk of adult psychopathology, some children do not develop psychopathology (Davidsen *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). There is limited evidence on the relationship among maternal mental illness including schizophrenia, the mother--infant relationship and infant development. The scarce evidence points to a need for research to further explore the biopsychosocial mechanisms of risk and to investigate sources of resilience in the development of offspring of parents with mental illness. An example of such an effort is an ongoing study exploring the mechanisms of transmission of health and risk in parents with complex mental health problems and their offspring, the WARM study (Harder *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). This study plans to identify very early risk markers for non‐optimal development in infants of mothers with severe mental illness and to explore transmission mechanisms of risk from parent to infant while focusing on three possible mechanisms: stress, maternal caregiving representation and mother‐infant interaction.

The increased risk of autism associated with urbanization (Lauritsen *et al*., [2005](#ejn13599-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}) parallels similar findings observed in epidemiological research on schizophrenia (Marcelis *et al*., [1998](#ejn13599-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [1999](#ejn13599-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). The schizophrenia researchers suggested that the high rates of psychosis observed in urban areas were the result of environmental factors associated with urbanization. By detailed analysis, Marcelis *et al*. ([1999](#ejn13599-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}) were able to distinguish between the risk related to urban residence around the time of illness onset and the risk related to urban place of birth. These results suggested that environmental factors associated with urbanization increase the risk for schizophrenia before rather than around the time of illness onset.

Several studies have demonstrated an association between stress and autism (Corbett *et al*., [2008](#ejn13599-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [2012](#ejn13599-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Bishop‐Fitzpatrick *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Studies of stress in autism have compared the responses in individuals with and without autism spectrum disorders at different ages and in various situations. The results of these studies are consistent, all indicating that children, adolescents and adults with autism spectrum disorders experience more stress than control groups without autism spectrum disorders (Corbett *et al*., [2008](#ejn13599-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [2009](#ejn13599-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [2012](#ejn13599-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}).

Children with autism show more within‐ and between‐subject variability in circadian rhythms compared to neurotypical control subjects, with both groups demonstrating increased salivary cortisol in anticipation of re‐exposure to a perceived stressor (Corbett *et al*., [2008](#ejn13599-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). The greater within‐child variation suggests clear disturbances in the limbic HPA axis that point to fundamental dysregulation and increased susceptibility to external factors.

Exploring plausible relationships between cortisol and psychological measures of stress and sensory functioning, Corbett *et al*. ([2009](#ejn13599-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) found that higher observed symptoms of stress are related to lower cortisol in autism, indicating chronic stress, since lower cortisol is observed in conditions of chronic stress and in social situations characterized by unstable social relationships. Their results support a complex interplay between physiological and behavioural stress and sensory sensitivity in autism and plausible developmental factors influencing stress reactivity across the groups. It is unclear if the alterations contribute to the neuropathology of autism or if the manifestation of the disorder results in alteration of neuroendocrine functioning, or both.

Evidence from a longitudinal study indicates that children with autism spectrum disorders show enhanced and sustained social stress that increases with age (Corbett *et al*., [2012](#ejn13599-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}).

Results from studies in adults indicate that stress is associated with social functioning but not global functioning in adults with autism spectrum disorders and that perceived stress and stressful life events are significantly associated with social disability in individuals with autism spectrum disorders (Bishop‐Fitzpatrick *et al*., [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [2017](#ejn13599-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). The social and communication deficits inherent in autism spectrum disorders may cause adults to experience more stress; however, it is also possible that this relationship works in the other direction, such that individuals with better social functioning experience less stress.

The reported evidence indicating that individuals with autism spectrum disorders show enhanced and sustained social stress increasing with age may be consistent with the previous suggestion that a discrepancy between the cognitive ability of an individual and the social and cognitive challenges may give rise to stress that may worsen cognitive impairments, further contributing to symptom appearance and increasing the risk of developing manifest clinical disease; see Fig. [1](#ejn13599-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). This suggestion may also be in line with recent evidence from a high‐risk study of schizophrenia showing that abnormalities in HPA axis function were associated with poorer cognitive performance (Cullen *et al*., [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}).

A possible relationship among stress, anxiety, depression and camouflaging as suggested by Lai *et al*. ([2016](#ejn13599-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}) warrants further investigation of the causal relationships between stress and adaptive mechanisms. The idea of a lost generation (Lai & Baron‐Cohen, [2015](#ejn13599-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}) raises important questions: where are these people now, and how are they coping? What is the relationship between stress and undiscovered impairments of reasoning? This question may be important to answer for future research.

In summary, the increasing neurobiological evidence indicating an overlap between autism and schizophrenia is in contrast to the present view reflected in the international diagnostic guidelines suggesting that these disorders represent different disease entities. The evidence may be in support of a transdiagnostic, dimensional approach to mental illness and in line with the multilevel model of the complex relationship between biological variation and psychopathology suggested by Craddock & Owen ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

Although increasing neurobiological evidence may indicate that neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia share pathogenic mechanisms, the differences in phenotypic expression and time of onset call for an explanation. While some mechanisms may be shared, others may vary both within and between the two conditions. The significance of environmental factors, the influence of adaptive mechanisms and the influence of factors affecting stress responsivity and neuroendocrine reactivity on the development of clinically manifest disease need further exploration.

How to interpret results {#ejn13599-sec-0020}
------------------------

As noted by Kim & State ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), the increasing empirical evidence suggesting that common genetic variants are involved and contribute to different neuropsychiatric disorders including autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia may challenge psychiatric diagnostic nosology. The underlying validity of the current disease categories, which rely on biologically heterogeneous categories, as the gold standard for diagnosis has been questioned (Cuthbert & Insel, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). The DSM and ICD categories do not map well onto the increasing evidence from genetics, systems neuroscience and behavioural science. Therefore, in 2009, the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) initiated the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) project with the intention to build a framework of research that can inform future versions of psychiatric nosology. Their ambition is to develop new ways of classifying mental disorders based on dimensions of observable behaviour and neurobiological measures while applying a translational approach. Such an approach may be consistent with Robinson *et al*. ([2016](#ejn13599-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). These authors suggest that their findings may support the application of a continuum model rather than a categorical approach in future studies of the biology involved in neuropsychiatric disease. Commenting on a categorical approach, they state that the traditional categorical psychiatric diagnoses ignore the possible association of neuropsychiatric‐associated genes with intermediate outcomes such as intelligence, adaptive functioning and social and communicative abilities (Robinson *et al*., [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). This view is in line with a similar suggestion by Plomin *et al*. ([2009](#ejn13599-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}), stating that qualitative disorders can be interpreted simply as being the extremes of quantitative dimensions.

From a clinical rather than a neurobiological starting point, several researchers have reached the same conclusion, and in line with Plomin *et al*. ([2009](#ejn13599-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}), Cuthbert & Insel ([2013](#ejn13599-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) and Robinson *et al*. ([2016](#ejn13599-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}), they also question the validity of the current disease categories (e.g. Myhr, [1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Szatmari, [2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Gillberg, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Gillberg ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) has stressed the point that syndromes, to some extent, are arbitrary endpoints or cutoff points on normal distribution curves and that most syndromes may comprise a mixture of symptoms collected from different normal distribution curves, a view in line with the *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis*. He concludes that rather than being discrete categorical disorders, these syndromes represent brain dysfunctions and neurodevelopmental problems.

Myhr ([1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) has emphasized the need to apply a dimensional view and argued for the need, when designing studies, to avoid the circularity involved in defining a sample and then looking for differences in the sample that may be related to the definition of it. A dimensional view of pervasive developmental disorders opens the way for an understanding that the three core impairments currently used to define autism spectrum disorders may be manifested in different ways and to different degrees. Rather than symptoms, other measures related to aetiology, outcome, and treatment response must be studied, for example, IQ or adaptive function, to identify and separate from one another different subtypes of disorders along the autistic spectrum (Myhr, [1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Myhr ([1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}) refers to results by Waterhouse *et al*. ([1996](#ejn13599-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}), who have found that the most powerful discriminating factors between two examined groups of high‐functioning and low‐functioning autism were IQ and level of adaptive function as measured by the Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scale.

In a longitudinal design following and comparing the outcome of preschool children with autism or Asperger syndrome on variables independent of the defining criteria, Szatmari *et al*. ([2000](#ejn13599-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}) have found that children with autism who had developed verbal fluency at follow‐up were very similar to the children with Asperger syndrome at study enrolment. Based on their results, the authors proposed to think of the pervasive developmental disorder subtypes in terms of different developmental trajectories rather than to argue that they represent different disorders or are on a continuum of severity. Regarding the classification of the international diagnostic guidelines, in particular referring to the DSM‐IV and ICD‐10 criteria, Szatmari ([2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}) discusses the diagnostic validity of the different categories of the pervasive developmental disorders and considers different approaches to the conceptualization of these categories. The author refers to several lines of evidence, including evidence from family studies and the results of the just‐mentioned longitudinal study, suggesting that the neurobiological mechanism underlying variation in symptoms is different from that for level of functioning. Based on this evidence, Szatmari ([2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}) concludes that a dimensional approach as articulated in the notion of autistic spectrum disorders is problematic. Since more than one underlying dimension exists, an alternative approach is needed that can incorporate both dimensions in a developmental context. The pervasive developmental disorders, therefore, may be better conceptualized as different developmental pathways that are a function of both symptom severity and level of functioning. In line with the RDoC project, although from a different starting point, Szatmari ([2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}) emphasizes that the underlying model of the diagnostic criteria must be reconceptualized according to available empirical data.

In a recent letter, Waterhouse & Gillberg ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}) advised against unitary models of autistic brain dysfunction and, in line with the suggestion by Gillberg ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}), recommended that the focus be changed to the exploration of individual variation in brain measures within autism. They refer to evidence demonstrating that many varied brain dysfunctions may be associated with autism spectrum disorders (Waterhouse & Gillberg, [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, they argue that brain dysfunctions observed in autism spectrum disorders may not be unique to these disorders. As an example, they mention underconnectivity, which, in addition to autism, has also been reported in other neuropsychiatric disorders including schizophrenia. Waterhouse & Gillberg ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}) advise researchers to take autism spectrum disorders apart to identify the many varied single and aggregate brain dysfunctions in order that effective translational research can be conducted.

Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) appear to be in line with Waterhouse & Gillberg ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}) when they state that a broadening of studies beyond the strict diagnosis of autism holds a great deal of promise for identifying which components of the autistic syndrome are genetically transmitted and how these components interact. According to Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), many subtle genetic, biochemical and immunological factors at the neural level may affect normal brain development and lead to fundamentally altered neurocomputational properties. These neural alterations may affect activity‐dependent processes and learned cognitive strategies and result in behavioural effects, producing a syndrome whose surface behavioural properties may have only indirect aetiological significance. In this light, neurocognitive impairments may result from neurobiological vulnerability, and the cognitive experience may relate to the neurobiological experience and develop modified by the character of cognitive impairments. The contents of both the *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis* and the *neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis* appear to be in line with these suggestions by Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) and with their hypothesis suggesting that age of onset, rate, and duration of aberrant brain growth are related to the severity and age of onset of autistic behaviours.

Despite differences in starting points, research foci and theoretical frameworks, all the cited researchers appear to agree on the need for new theoretical approaches to direct future research on autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia and other neuropsychiatric disorders. Most of these researchers argue for a change from the traditional categorical approach to a dimensional approach, with some in addition emphasizing the need to apply a translational approach and to include a developmental context in future models.

A dimensional, transdiagnostic approach {#ejn13599-sec-0021}
---------------------------------------

How are clinical manifestations to be delimited in the future? Is it possible to identify more basic phenomena that may relate to brain structure and function, for example, anxiety, emotions, compulsion, attention, and cognitive phenomena? If so, how do such basic phenomena relate to each other and affect the overall clinical manifestations?

To predict the likelihood and course of mental illness, theoretical models are needed (Cuthbert & Insel, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). As apparent from the previous discussion, however, challenges exist regarding how to interpret the increasing and already vast amount of clinical and neurobiological evidence.

How can theoretical models explain the observed biological and clinical heterogeneity? Is it possible to induce explanations from the increasing biological evidence, although questioned by Waterhouse & Gillberg ([2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"})? On the other hand, is it possible to induce explanations from the increasing clinical evidence? As questioned by some and demonstrated by others (Myhr, [1998](#ejn13599-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Szatmari, [2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Szatmari *et al*., [2000](#ejn13599-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Gillberg, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Waterhouse & Gillberg, [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}), inherent methodological problems are related to research approaches that refer to categorical, clinical diagnoses based on symptoms.

Several authors call for a change to a translational approach and to the development of theoretical models that are informed by the increasing biological and clinical evidence (e.g. Belmonte *et al*., [2004a](#ejn13599-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"},[b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Craddock & Owen, [2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Waterhouse & Gillberg, [2014](#ejn13599-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}). Rather than inducing models directly from observed evidence, a deductive approach may turn out to be more constructive.

As apparent from the previous discussion, and possibly in line with the suggestions by Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) and the strong evidence indicating that social stress is involved in the dynamics of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia, future theoretical models may need to distinguish among at least three different kinds of mechanisms involved in the development of clinically manifest disease: (i) basic susceptibility related to a neurobiological vulnerability (e.g. genetic variants affecting neurodevelopment and resulting in neurocognitive impairments), (ii) compensating mechanisms (e.g. cognitive ability (IQ), level of adaptive functioning), and (iii) releasing mechanisms (e.g. prolonged stress that may be caused by various factors). These mechanisms and the processes involved may both interact and operate at different levels and, in the end, contribute to the clinical, behavioural manifestations of mental illness.

As recognized by Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), secondary dysfunctions may mask primary abnormalities, with important implications for studies that may be at risk of overlooking cognitive and perceptual features at low levels of processing that may be closer to the core dysfunction than the diagnostic features on which most studies tend to focus.

In line with a dimensional and transdiagnostic view, more basic phenomena that may relate to brain structure and function and their deviations in relation to expected normal variation across development may contribute to the development of mental illness and to the heterogeneous psychopathological expressions of illness. As stated by Szatmari ([2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}), and consistent with Belmonte *et al*. ([2004a](#ejn13599-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"},[b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), research could more profitably focus on the genetic, epigenetic, and environmental variables that determine the pathway a child will follow. An important point stressed by Szatmari ([2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}), Valla & Belmonte ([2013](#ejn13599-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}) and Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) and needed to be accounted for in future theoretical models appears to be to acknowledge that the autism spectrum disorders may be better conceptualized as different developmental pathways. As stated by Szatmari ([2000](#ejn13599-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}) this calls for an alternative approach to research that need to incorporate more than one dimension in a developmental context. Another important consideration stressed by Gillberg ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) and covered by his term ESSENCE is that most clinical syndromes comprise a mixture of symptom collections from different normal distribution curves. This point raised by Gillberg cannot be underestimated and may be consistent with the suggestions of the *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis*. A major challenge for future research will be to identify which relevant dimensions to include in future models and to develop theory that can explain the dynamic relationship across and along these dimensions and predict how these interactions finally may result in the many varied, heterogeneous clinical manifestations of mental illness.

In line with the suggestions by Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), it may be important to distinguish between the significance of primary processes affecting brain development and secondary compensatory processes that both may affect basic cognitive processes and to examine how the resulting cognitive impairments may affect the development of manifest disease.

To help explain how diversity may result from more universal phenomena the previously introduced *phenomenological transdiagnostic hypothesis* may be included in future theoretical models to help explain how common causes may contribute to the various clinical expressions of mental illness. To explain the heterogeneity of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia, future theoretical models may also have to include the complex processes related to neurodevelopment as suggested by the *neurodevelopmental cognitive hypothesis* and to distinguish between symptoms resulting from the age related primary and secondary processes involved in the development of manifest disease. It may be difficult to readjust to the new expectations and requirements related to development. Subtler cognitive deficits may not be recognized. Therefore, awareness of an underlying vulnerability may not occur until after manifest disease appears in the form of secondary conditions such as compulsions, anxiety, depression or psychosis resulting from enduring stress.

In contrast to symptoms more directly related to basic brain phenomena, for example, anxiety, emotions, and cognition, the relationship of the phenomena of psychosis and autism with the brain may be more indirect. The suggested redefinition of the two concepts reflects that these phenomena may represent experiences related to deviances of reasoning. Such deviances may result from characteristic cognitive impairments and from the experiences of reality and social expectations related to the environment. The suggested redefinition of the concepts of autism and psychosis may affect future diagnostic delimitation of the clinical conditions of autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia and related disorders and call for the inclusion of social mechanisms in future theoretical models of the development of mental disorder.

The challenges of future research {#ejn13599-sec-0022}
---------------------------------

How may prior theory, previous empirical evidence, the included clinical examples and the suggested new theoretical ideas shape future research? To develop coherent, overall theoretical models that may be able to explain and predict the development of autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia and related disorders, one may need to incorporate mechanisms operating within and between many levels, for example, genetic, physiological, cognitive, psychological and social, and from an individual point of view one must include both internal and external processes. What occurs in the transmission of signals from one level to another, for example, from the genetic to the neurostructural level, the neurophysiological to the neurocognitive level, or from the psychological to the social level? During this process, a simplification of the signal may occur while transmission of the overall information occurs between different levels. As part of the process of developing such complex multilevel models, an important task appears to be to agree on the definition of relevant theoretical concepts including the concepts of psychosis and autism. There is a need for awareness of the inherent assumptions that have hitherto guided clinical practice and research on mental illness in order to choose the direction of future research. These tasks may also help to identify inconsistencies in the relationship between theoretical constructs and clinical constructs.

It appears that there is a need to distinguish between different kinds of mechanisms involved in the development of clinically manifest disease:

A basic vulnerability, genetic in origin and dependent on gene‐environment interactions. In autism and schizophrenia research, the identification of primary cognitive dysfunctions is important, for example, to examine the possible importance of impairments related to reactive flexibility.Adaptive mechanisms involved in adaptation to a primary susceptibility and to the changing requirements according to development. Adaptive mechanisms may include individual cognitive strategies that depend on the global level of intelligence or a supportive social environment.Decompensating mechanisms that may include the results of enduring stress resulting from social and cognitive challenges related to normal development, stress resulting from major life events or trauma, or misuse of drugs or alcohol. It may be important to identify how stress‐related events affect cognition, for example, to examine the possible influence on spontaneous flexibility and related effects.

If it is possible to identify the basic biological susceptibility behind the development of autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia and related disorders and to distinguish adaptive processes from the decompensating or releasing factors involved in the development of manifest disease, then hopefully, the task to identify resilience and risk factors will become easier.

In addition to neurobiological research approaches, other research strategies may be required to help guide research in new directions. Among such additional strategies, the application of methods from other scientific fields, for example, social science, may prove to be valuable. A possible strategy may be to apply social anthropological research strategies that, via their qualitative explorative scientific methods, may be able to raise new questions and thereby add new information that may help further develop the overall theoretical models needed to guide research. Furthermore, it may prove valuable to integrate and refine previous theories in the process of developing new overall theoretical models and, in light of these, to reinterpret the results of previous studies with due consideration for their methodological limitations.

To understand the risk and development of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia, it may be essential to understand the processes that occur at the social level and, as part of the theory, to include hypotheses about the pathogenic processes related to social mechanisms: how autism may represent a construct reflecting a social phenomenon, defined in a social context and resulting from social interactions that by themselves may form the appearance of the phenomenon. Therefore, in future theoretical models of the development of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia, it may be relevant to involve the significance of social interaction. It may be relevant to explore the relationship between social expectations and the ability of an individual to fulfil such expectations. Another matter of importance may be to examine how unrecognized cognitive impairments may affect the rationale of an individual\'s behaviour and make the rationale differ qualitatively from that of the social environment.

Conclusions {#ejn13599-sec-0023}
===========

Autism research could learn from history and from the experiences of clinical psychiatry in addition to a reliance on the increasing empirical evidence. The concepts guiding clinical practice and research have changed across time depending on theory and empirical evidence. The challenge of the clinical psychiatrist is to disentangle these contributions at the symptom level in each individual case and from a retrospective point of view. During the diagnostic process, the psychiatrist himself becomes part of and may influence the process. In contrast, the task of the neuroscientist is to predict the likelihood of mental illness in general and to do so from a universal point of view.

To be able to test hypotheses and predict outcomes, we need to agree on concepts and develop multilevel theoretical models to inform the overall approach of research. The clinical expressions of mental illness may evolve and be modified by processes that depend on how they are conceived and defined, by themselves influencing symptom appearance and the course of illness. In addition to hypotheses induced from the vast and increasing amount of neurobiological empirical data, it is reasonable to suggest that research can also profit from hypotheses that focus on the significance of processes taking place at the social level. A future challenge of autism research may be to develop theoretical multilevel models that can also account for the impact of complex mechanisms acting at the social level and how these processes interact with the processes taking place at and between other levels involved, including the genetic, biological (structural and physiological), neurocognitive and psychological levels. To acknowledge the importance of what is occurring at the social level, the model must account for not only the contribution of impairments of social cognition but also how mental illness develops in a social context and may depend on what occurs in social interaction.

Future autism research should contribute knowledge that may increase the overall understanding of the mechanisms behind all processes involved in the development of clinical symptoms. Central tasks of future investigation may be to identify which processes are involved at each level and how they interact, including how information is transmitted between levels. An important future task will be to disentangle the contribution of (i) basic vulnerability, (ii) adaptive mechanisms, and (iii) decompensating mechanisms that may be involved in the development of clinically manifest disease. The hope is that such an approach may help to identify all the processes involved in the development of autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia and related disorders and how each of these processes contributes to the final manifestation of the various clinical conditions.

In line with Bleuler (2011), though revised in light of empirical evidence, it may be appropriate to redefine dementia praecox as a developmental disorder of reasoning. As such, the term may not only cover the DSM‐5 diagnosis of autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia but also include social (pragmatic) communication disorders (American Psychiatric Association [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). To relate clinical and conceptual constructs, a possible redefinition of autism at a conceptual level may be a condition in which the rationale of an individual\'s behaviour differs qualitatively from that of the social environment as a result of cognitive impairments that may involve impairments in the cognitive constructs reactive and spontaneous flexibility (Eslinger & Grattan, [1993](#ejn13599-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, a broad concept of psychosis may focus on the impairments of reasoning and on the resulting deviances in the experience of reality observed in both autism spectrum disorders and schizophrenia. These concepts may be consistent not only with the Bleulerian concept of autism (Bleuler, [1978](#ejn13599-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}) but also with the neurodevelopmental model suggested by Craddock & Owen ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), the previously suggested link between schizophrenia, autism and psychosis (Aggernæs, [2016](#ejn13599-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), and, finally, a dimensional transdiagnostic approach. As apparent from the previous discussion, the suggested concepts and hypotheses also may be in line with the ideas suggested by Belmonte *et al*. ([2004b](#ejn13599-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) and Gillberg ([2010](#ejn13599-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) as well as other researchers calling for a change to a translational dimensional approach embedded in a developmental context.

Future perspectives {#ejn13599-sec-0024}
-------------------

The suggested redefinition of the concept of autism and a dimensional transdiagnostic approach may potentially have far‐reaching consequences. It may not only affect the future diagnostic delimitation of autism spectrum disorders and related disorders but also question the overall concept of 'normality' and, as a consequence, influence the overall concept of 'mental disorders', thereby possibly affecting the generally accepted principles for delimiting psychiatric disorders while going beyond the symptom level. If such an approach proves successful, it may create the basis for an integration of previously different preunderstandings that have long guided clinical diagnostic classification. Finally, this may result in the application of new research strategies contributing new evidence that may ultimately change the ways mental illness is handled. The NIMH\'s RDoC Initiative is an example of such an endeavour intended to move beyond heterogeneous diagnosis and establish dimensional constructs including concepts based on biology in addition to behaviour (Cuthbert & Insel, [2013](#ejn13599-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) (<http://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/index.shtml>). Hopefully, the present contribution will add another milestone along the same highway.
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